
Autumn Door HAnger

by Ashley Johnston

This project, perfect for the fall, allows you to bring your personalized touch to any home. 
Create one for yourself and make others to give as gifts throughout the season. 

•	 Two 7" x 13" rectangles of burlap or other fabric

•	 3" x 28" strip of fall-colored fabric

•	 2½" x 13" strip of corduroy or other textured 
fabric

•	 16" length of twine or other cord

•	 Sewing thread in a contrasting color
•	 Chalk marker
•	 All-purpose presser foot
•	 Free-motion presser foot or BERNINA Stitch 

Regulator
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Fold the Corduroy 

Fold under ½" along each long edge of 
the corduroy strip. 

Gather the Fabric

Gather the strip of fall-colored fabric to 
one of the burlap rectangles, pinning 
each gather in place as you work from 
one end to the other. Keeping the 
gathers imperfect and allowing the 
upper and lower edges to be uneven 
add to the “shabby chic” look of the 
door hanger. If you prefer, you can 
gather the fabric by sewing a long 
basting stitch down the center, then pull 
the bobbin thread to gather the strip to 
the width of the burlap rectangle.

Sew a straight stitch down the center 
of	the	ruffle,	attaching	it	to	the	
burlap.

Step one

Step two



Draw the Letters to Stitch

Use a chalk marker to draw the 
cursive letters that you will be 
sewing with your machine. I chose 
“autumn,” but any word can be used 
here. Most, if not all, of a cursive 
letter string can be stitched in one 
long free-motion line of stitching.
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Attach a free-motion foot to your 
sewing machine and stitch over the 
marked lines. I used the BERNINA 
Stitch Regulator to stitch my letters. 

Center the corduroy strip on top of 
the	ruffle.	Stitch	about	⅛"	away	from	
the folded edges, securing the strip 
to the front of the door hanger. Iron 
lightly if needed.

Step three



Alternate Technique 

Machine-embroider your word on the corduroy strip. But remember that the uneven/
imperfect look of the letters adds to the look of the project. (Here’s your chance to 
be excited that you messed up here and there!) 

Note 

If you aren’t able to free-motion stitch on your machine, draw block letters rather 
than cursive ones; it’s easier to stitch straight lines than curved ones. Turn the 
corners by lowering the needle into the point, raising the presser foot, and pivoting 
the fabric. Having the needle down in the fabric prevents it from moving out of place 
as you turn it. Stitch over the marked letters.
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Attach the Twine

Position one end of the twine at the 
top edge of the burlap rectangle, 
2½" from each side of the hanger, 
matching the raw edges. Secure 
the ends in place by sewing and 
backstitching over each one several 
times, ½" from the raw edge. 

Step Four



Zigzag stitch over the outer edges 
of the hanger to help keep the 
burlap from unraveling. Then trim 
off each corner.
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Turn the door hanger right side out, 
poke out the corners, and press each 
edge	flat.	

Sew the Second Piece of Burlap

Place the second piece of burlap right 
side down on top of the hanger front. 
Sew along each side with a ½" seam 
allowance, pivoting at the corners, 
and leaving a 5" opening along the 
lower edge.

Step three

Step Five



Tuck the opening edges in ½".
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Hand-stitch the opening closed.

Stuff with Batting

Stuff the hanger with batting. You 
don’t need to stuff it as full and plump 
as a pillow, but you’ll need enough 
stuffing	to	give	the	door	hanger	some	
shape.

Step three

Step Six



mAke It AnD Love It For tHe SewIng repubLIc
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